In "Assessing the Belief Bias Effect With ROCs: It's a Response Bias Effect," Dube, examined the form of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for reasoning and the effects of belief bias on measurement indices that differ in whether they imply a curved or linear ROC function. We concluded that the ROC data are in fact curved and that analyses using statistics that assume a linear ROC are likely to produce Type I errors. Importantly, we showed that the interaction between logic and belief that has inspired much of the theoretical work on belief bias is in fact an error stemming from inappropriate reliance on a contrast (hit rate Ϫ false alarm rate) that implies linear ROCs. Dube et al. advanced a new model of belief bias, which, in light of their data, is currently the only plausible account of the effect. Klauer and Kellen (2011) disputed these conclusions, largely on the basis of speculation about the data collection method used by Dube et al. to construct the ROCs. New data and model-based analyses are presented that refute the speculations made by Klauer and Kellen. We also show that new modeling results presented by Klauer and Kellen actually support the conclusions advanced by Dube et al. Together, these data show that the methods used by Dube et al. are valid and that the belief bias effect is simply a response bias effect.
hereafter referred to as DRH) examined the belief bias effect in syllogistic reasoning using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Visual inspection, area-based tests, and model-based analyses converged to indicate that the interaction between argument validity and conclusion believability that has fueled theoretical debate in the belief bias literature is very likely to be a predictable Type I error. The error was shown to be due to the tacit assumption of a linear ROC relationship in previous analyses of the effect. Because previous theoretical accounts of belief bias (e.g., Dickstein, 1981; Evans, Barston, & Pollard, 1983; Klauer, Musch, & Naumer, 2000; Newstead, Pollard, Evans, & Allen, 1992; Oakhill & Johnson-Laird, 1985; Oakhill, Johnson-Laird, & Garnham, 1989; Polk & Newell, 1995; Quayle & Ball, 2000; Thompson, Striemer, Reikoff, Gunter, & Campbell, 2003) were designed to account for an interaction that is actually a modeling artifact, all of these previous theoretical accounts are now called into question. DRH offered a new interpretation of belief bias, in which subjects are assumed to respond on the basis of a continuously distributed argument strength variable, consistent with the probability heuristics model of Chater and Oaksford (1999) as well as the multidimensional signal detection model of inductive and deductive reasoning advanced by Rotello and Heit (2009; . In the account offered by DRH, believability acts on the positioning of subjects' response criteria: More believable conclusions are associated with a greater willingness to say "valid." Klauer and Kellen (2011;  hereafter referred to as K&K) disputed the response bias account advanced by DRH. Three main arguments are raised: (1) DRH's use of confidence ratings to construct ROCs produced artifactual curvature, because ROCs constructed using binary (yes/no) responses are linear. It follows from this argument that use of the interaction index to assess belief bias may be justified; 1 (2) a new, more appropriate, extension of Klauer et al.'s (2000) multinomial processing tree (MPT) model to confidence ratings (henceforth, MPTC) describes the data better than signal detection theory (SDT); and (3) the belief bias effect is more than a response bias effect, and in fact DRH's data are consistent with the misinterpreted necessity account (Dickstein, 1981; Newstead et al., 1992) .
We show that the evidence K&K presented to support their claims is questionable. In addition, many of the points raised by K&K deal with aspects of MPT modeling that do not clearly relate to the nature of the belief bias effect. When attention is shifted from the MPT framework per se, and one instead considers how the available data affect our understanding of belief bias, it can be seen that K&K's analysis actually provides independent support for the account offered by DRH. Moreover, K&K's suggestion that DRH's data are consistent with misinterpreted necessity is unconvincing, and in light of the previous rejection of misinterpreted necessity by Klauer et al. (2000) , such discussion does not advance the understanding of belief bias. In what follows, we examine the three basic claims made by K&K. We show how (and to what extent) the data discussed by K&K relate to our understanding of belief bias and conclude that the account offered by DRH remains the only plausible account of the effect.
Were DRH's ROC Results an Artifact of the
Ratings Procedure? No.
K&K speculated that curvature in ratings-based ROCs of the sort reported by DRH may be a direct consequence of inter-and/or intrasubject variability in response scale usage. In effect, K&K repeated Bröder and Schütz's (2009, p. 587) argument that "the shape of ROCs based on confidence ratings is not diagnostic to refute threshold models [of which Klauer et al.'s (2000) MPT model is one example], whereas ROCs based on experimental bias manipulations are." On this view, the key data are ROCs constructed from independent groups of subjects who make binary yes/no responses under different response bias conditions (e.g., different perceived base rates of valid items). If binary ROCs are linear, but ratings ROCs for the same items are curved, then DRH's conclusions about belief bias are in question. In this section, we show that the evidence for linear binary ROCs is unconvincing.
K&K's support for the assumption of linear binary ROCs rests in part on a recent meta-analysis of recognition memory data (Bröder & Schütz, 2009 ). There are several reasons to be skeptical of any argument based on the Bröder and Schütz (2009) data. First, pioneering research in signal detection and classification tasks using perceptual stimuli produced curved binary ROCs, which conflicts with the conclusions of Bröder and Schütz (see, e.g., Creelman & Donaldson, 1968; Egan, Schulman, & Greenberg, 1959; Emmerich, 1968; Green & Swets, 1966; Swets, Tanner, & Birdsall, 1961; Tanner, Haller, & Atkinson, 1967) . In one particularly elegant study, Egan et al. (1959) compared ratings and binary ROCs within individual subjects who performed a perceptual detection task, finding essentially no difference between them: Both types of ROC were curved for each subject. Though some of these studies were mentioned by Bröder and Schütz (2009) , the data were not included in their meta-analysis on the argument that results for perception may not generalize to recognition. This is somewhat at odds with a central assumption made by researchers in perception who applied SDT to recognition in the 1950s and 60s, that is, that similar perceptual mechanisms were involved in both areas (e.g., Egan, 1958; Tanner et al., 1967) . Also, more recent findings in reasoning (Dube et al., 2010; Heit & Hayes, in press; Rotello & Heit, 2009 ) have indicated important similarities across all three domains. For these reasons, the perception data should not be taken lightly.
Although K&K cited the Egan et al. (1959) study, they believed the issue was "moot in recognition," (Klauer & Kellen, 2011, p. 156) because of the study by Bröder and Schü tz (2009) . Unfortunately, there are limitations to Bröder and Schü tz's meta-analysis beyond the selection of individual studies. The analysis involved fitting data from 59 recognition memory experiments using SDT and MPT models. However, in 41 of those 59 data sets, the bias manipulation was varied in only two steps, yielding 2-point ROCs that cannot possibly discriminate linear from curvilinear models.
2 For the remaining 18 data sets, which included more diagnostic 3-and 5-point ROCs, the MPT model was rejected six times according to a compromise chisquare criterion that is appropriate for very large data sets, whereas the SDT model was rejected three times. Moreover, summing the G 2 fit statistics and their corresponding degrees of freedom reveals that the SDT model provided a better overall fit to the data in those 18 data sets (G total 2 ϭ 332.68 for SDT vs. 648.98 for MPT). Thus, the data in the meta-analysis indicate that binary ROCs are curved.
There are also serious limitations to the newer results reported by Bröder and Schü tz (2009) . In all three of their experiments, subjects made binary (yes/no) recognition responses to either word (Experiment 1) or picture stimuli (Experiments 2 and 3). The proportion of studied items on the test list varied over five levels (from 10% to 90%) either between (Experiments 1 & 2) or within subject (Experiment 3). The authors found that, though both models generally provided adequate fits to the data, the SDT model was rejected in one experiment by the standard G 2 criterion, and in most cases a superior fit was obtained with the MPT model. As the authors themselves noted, however, actual base rate manipulations may produce changes in accuracy across conditions (Balakrishnan, 1999; Markowitz & Swets, 1967) . All points on an ROC reflect equal accuracy; therefore such effects are at odds with the assumptions of both models. There is also evidence from recognition and perception experiments alike showing changes in the form of the ratings ROC across base rate conditions, which may indicate changes in processing or response strategies (Mueller & Weidemann, 2008; Schulman & Greenberg, 1970; Treisman & Faulkner, 1984; Van Zandt, 2000) . 3 Finally, these 5-point ROC results conflict with those reported in the metaanalysis for 5-point ROCs that we discussed previously. For these reasons, firm conclusions cannot be drawn from Bröder and Schü tz's newer results.
Although it is clear that an argument based solely on the study by Bröder and Schütz (2009) should be met with skepticism, K&K did report some empirical evidence from reasoning studies to support their claim. In particular, the original MPT model of Klauer et al. (2000; MPTK) and the SDT model were both fit to 10 data sets reported by Klauer et al. Each of these experiments employed a binary response format but varied the perceived base rate of valid syllogisms in three levels across subjects. (Actual base rate did not vary, so it is not obvious whether changes in processing should occur across conditions.) K&K reported that in most cases MPTK outperforms SDT according to the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) fit statistics. 4 In this analysis, some experiments reveal effects of conclusion believability on the reasoning parameters of both models. Although these results seem persuasive, a closer look at the data suggests that a more cautious interpretation is appropriate.
One major issue is that the ROCs in question do not contain enough points to reliably distinguish between MPT and SDT. Although K&K suggested (footnote 6, p. 157) that this renders their results all the more impressive, modeling such restricted data may actually yield misleading or incorrect results. Moreover, AIC and BIC control only for differences in number of free parameters across models, not the key issue of a model's functional form (e.g., Pitt, Myung, & Zhang, 2002) .
To assess the difficulty of selecting the better model in this situation, we ran several model-recovery simulation studies.
5 In each study, 1,000 simulated data sets were generated with one of the two models. 6 We selected model parameters completely randomly for the MPT model in one simulation; in the other, the parameters that governed the tendency to guess "valid" were allowed to differ by a maximum of .2. For the SDT model, we also ran two simulations. One assumed that response bias did not differ much across conditions (maximum standardized distance between criteria ϭ .2), as occurred in the data (see Figure 1) , and the other allowed more widely spaced criteria (distance up to 1.0). These 4,000 simulated data sets were fit with both models, and the results are shown in Table 1 . The distributions of fit differences (BIC MPT -BIC SDT ) are shown in Figure 2 . Overall, these simulations demonstrate that 3-point binary ROCs do not provide good evidence for either model: Both models provided acceptable fits to a given set of simulated data more than 50% of the time, and the distributions of fit differences for the small spacing conditions show most of the data fall near 0. When more widely spaced criteria were used, however, both models claimed their own data at a much higher rate. The model selection challenge may be exaggerated when the operating points are closer together (similar to the Klauer et al., 2000, data) simply because some of those simulated data sets effectively had only one or two unique operating points. In any case, it is clear that even in the widely spaced condition, selection is not easy. These simulations suggest that one should not draw strong model-selection conclusions from fits to 3-point binary ROCs.
A second issue with K&K's reanalysis is that Klauer et al.'s (2000) binary data are unstable, as can be seen in Figure 1 . They appear to fall on neither a curve nor a straight line, and there are some large accuracy differences across the implied base rate conditions (e.g., for Experiment 7 the difference is nearly a factor of 2). The stimuli were identical across conditions, so accuracy discrepancies within a given believability condition are troubling. Unfortunately, the MPTK and SDT models do not allow comparison of reasoning parameters across the base rate conditions: Both models would be overparameterized for these data if accuracy parameters for each of the conditions were included. Thus it is unclear whether these changes are significant (note that DRH reported marginal effects of an actual base rate manipulation on accuracy in Experiment 3). In any case, when the accuracy statistic H Ϫ F (hit rate minus false alarm rate) is computed separately for each point in these ROCs, the value of the statistic has an average range of .08 for believable problems and .11 for unbelievable. This indicates that changes in accuracy that may be attributed to the believability manipulation could easily be due to random effects of the implied base rate manipulation. Therefore, we do not find it surprising that an interaction between logic and belief appears in some of these experiments and not others (see K&K's Table 5 ).
Experiment
A better test of the form of binary ROCs in syllogistic reasoning would clearly involve more operating points. Resolving the curvature issue is critical, because K&K's rejection of DRH's conclusions about belief bias depends in large part on their speculation that our ratings ROCs are artifactually curved. The strong curvature in binary ROCs in perceptual tasks (e.g., Egan et al., 1959) and the strong suggestion of curvature in Bröder and Schütz's (2009) meta-analysis (their own conclusions notwithstanding) led us to expect that binary reasoning ROCs would also be curved, contrary to K&K's speculation. To find out, we asked 60 subjects at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst to evaluate the validity of the conclusions of 64 abstract syllogisms. These stimuli were drawn from the same pool used by DRH in Experiment 1 (the structures of which were also used, with believable/unbelievable content, in Experiments 2 and 3). Subjects were randomly assigned to one of five conditions that differed only in the implied base rate of valid problems; all conditions involved 32 valid and 32 invalid problems. This design departs from the manipulation used by Bröder and Schütz but is similar to the one used by Klauer et al. (2000) . Specifically, subjects were informed that "at least" or "no more than" 50% of the problems were valid and that they should respond "valid" to approximately 15%, 30%, 50%, 70%, or 85% of the problems, depending on the condition. The phrases "at least" and "no more than" were used for instructed percentages above and below 50%, respectively, and were randomly determined for the 50% group. Subjects were also informed that, though they should produce a certain percentage of "valid" responses, they should still try to be as accurate as possible. To help subjects monitor their performance, we provided feedback on their "valid" response rate (and a reminder of the target response rate) at three different and unpredictable intervals (after 9, 11, or 12 trials). No confidence ratings were collected. In all other respects, the design and procedure were identical to DRH (Experiment 1).
The resulting data are shown as circles in Figure 3 . Critically, these binary reasoning ROCs do not appear to be linear, refuting K&K's speculation that the linear nature of reasoning ROCs had been masked by the use of confidence ratings. To be confident of this conclusion, we fit the MPT model proposed by Bröder and Schütz (2009;  with parameters relabeled for reasoning rather than 4 Note that K&K fixed the believability-defined guessing parameter ␤ b at 1 for MPTK, thus freeing an extra degree of freedom. Although this does not impact the model mathematically (Klauer et al., 2000) , we (and DRH) consider it to be psychologically implausible as it results in guessing parameters that reflect ratios of choice probabilities. Moreover, the ␣ parameters, which are supposed to reflect only the base rate manipulation, are reduced in magnitude as a consequence of this restriction. Thus, the resulting tree structure of MPTK is more complex than it appears.
5 Supplemental materials related to the simulations and new experimental data reported in this study can be found via the supplemental materials link on the first page of the article.
6 Each operating point was sampled with binomial noise, assuming there were 304 contributing trials (as in DRH, Experiment 2). recognition data), as well as the unequal-variance SDT model used by DRH. Note that, in the present case, no extension of the MPT model (as in the case of ratings data) is necessary. Fit statistics and implied operating points are shown in Figure 3 ; the best fitting parameter values for both models appear in Table 2 . In Figure 3 it can be seen that although both models fit the data well, 7 the SDT model provided a better description of the data than the MPT model. This indicates that binary ROCs for syllogistic reasoning are not linear. Although these models produced a small difference in fit (Burnham & Anderson, 2005) , the effect is similar in magnitude to many of the differences reported in K&K's reanalysis of the Klauer et al. (2000) data set (observed AIC difference ϭ 2.26 vs. mean and median AIC difference ϭ 2.02 and 3.07 for K&K's reanalysis). These data replicate DRH's analysis of the three levels of bias in their Experiment 3, as well as the ratings ROCs in all of their experiments, the many binary ROCs reported in the perception literature (e.g., Creelman & Donaldson, 1968; Egan et al., 1959; Emmerich, 1968; Green & Swets, 1966; Swets et al., 1961; Tanner et al., 1967) , and the recognition data from the Bröder and Schütz meta-analysis containing more than 2 points. These data indicate that H Ϫ F is not an appropriate measure of accuracy in syllogistic reasoning tasks and, therefore, that the interaction index (or, equivalently, a significant analysis of variance interaction) is not an accurate measure of the belief bias effect. Again, we emphasize that because previous theoretical accounts of belief bias were designed to explain findings based on the interaction index (i.e., a threshold model), all of those theoretical accounts are called into question. DRH's conclusions about belief bias were justified and did not reflect distortion due to the use of ratings-based ROCs: Belief bias is a response bias effect, not an accuracy effect.
Does the MPTC Analysis Suggest a New Interpretation of Belief Bias? No. MPTC Provides Independent Support for the Model
Advanced by DRH Klauer and Kellen (2011) suggested that our extensions of the MPT model to confidence ratings were inappropriate, as they assumed a particular mapping of internal states to response categories that the authors believed was not justified. They proposed a different extension of the MPT framework, MPTC, which is intended to account for the putative "scale usage artifacts" that the data in Figure 3 suggest are absent. The apparent absence of scale usage effects indicates MPTC may be overparameterized. Nonetheless, we find the MPTC analysis actually further substantiates the analyses and conclusions reported by DRH.
We began by assessing the flexibility of the MPTC and SDT models. On the basis of a simulation in which MPT and SDT models were fit to 3,000 sets of 5 randomly selected points in the 7 Note that goodness of fit for a given model alone is not relevant in this analysis. Although K&K argued that a poor fit in G 2 indicates a model's parameters should not be interpreted, we (like DRH) are primarily interested in whether the ROC data are curved or linear, because only linear ROCs justify the interaction index as an appropriate measure of the belief bias effect. Hence, the main question is whether a linear (MPT) or nonlinear (SDT) model provides the best fit, not whether a given model provides a perfect description of the data. Our strategy in DRH was to test the parameters of the best fitting model in order to see whether the results agreed with visual inspection and area-based tests of the ROCs. We assume that considering the best model available is preferable to foregoing such an analysis altogether. upper half of ROC space (Bröder & Schütz, 2009 ), K&K concluded that SDT models can fit a wider variety of data patterns than MPT models. What that simulation showed, however, was that neither model could fit the random noise that constituted "data": Fit statistics for even the best fit data sets (i.e., those at the 10th percentile) easily exceeded the G 2 criterion for both models. Moreover, that simulation is not relevant for ratings ROCs, for which different models are applied. Analogous to our earlier simulation, we generated simulated belief bias data with the MPTC and SDT models.
8 For the MPT model, we generated 500 data sets assuming s h ϭ 1 (i.e., the rating ROCs were linear) and 500 for which s h was randomly selected. We also simulated 500 data sets with the SDT model. The results are shown in Table 3 , and the distributions of fit differences (BIC MPTC -BIC SDT ) are shown in Figure 4 . As can be seen in Figure 4 , the differences in fit clearly favor the MPTC model for MPTC-generated data, with SDT claiming very little of the linear ROC data. When SDT is the generating model, the picture reverses, though MPTC still appears to claim some of the SDT data. This is confirmed in Table 3 . When the MPTC model generated curved ROCs, BIC appropriately declared MPTC to have provided the better fit in more than 95% of data sets; less than 3% of the data sets were acceptably well fit (G 2 Ͻ 2 cutoff) by the SDT model. For the linear MPT-generated ROCs, BIC correctly concluded that MPTC fit better than SDT in 99% of data sets, and, surprisingly, the SDT fit was statistically acceptable in about 20% of cases. These linear ROCs tended to exhibit one of three characteristics: (a) chance level performance, which is linear for both the SDT and MPT models; (b) extremely high accuracy, with all operating points reflecting approximately H ϭ 1 or F ϭ 0; or (c) near-zero values of either r v or r i , which the SDT model captures with its slope parameter. 9 Overall, the SDT model provided a good fit to less than 12% of the MPTgenerated ROCs. In contrast, when the SDT model generated the data, 21% of the data sets were well fit by MPTC. The implication of this simulation is that the MPTC model is more flexible than the SDT model.
Given that extra flexibility, the fit advantage claimed by K&K for the MPTC model over the SDT model may simply reflect its greater ability to handle the noise in the data (see Pitt et al., 2002) . Even if we take the model at face value, it leads to essentially the same conclusion as DRH: Both models conclude that the effect of believability is on the response bias (or guessing) parameters rather than on accuracy parameters (see Klauer & Kellen, 2011, pp. 159 -160) . This is as we anticipated in our General Discussion (Dube et al., 2010, p. 854 ): An MPT model that is capable of producing curved ROCs is likely to reach the same conclusions as the SDT model.
By the same token, MPTC leads to a different conclusion than the original Klauer et al. (2000) model it extends. Specifically, DRH fit the original model (MPTK) to the binary results of Experiment 3, just as K&K did with MPTC for the ratings data in that experiment. The MPTK model revealed an effect of believability on the reasoning parameters, in contrast with MPTC. Thus, one of the two MPT models must be in error, because the "stimulus-state mapping [reflected in the reasoning parameters] is [supposed to be] independent of response format" (Klauer & Kellen, 2011, p. 158) .
In sum, the MPTC model developed by K&K (which is meant to control for putative scale usage artifacts) can produce curved ROCs, as does DRH's model, and leads to the same conclusion about the reasoning process as SDT, that the belief bias effect is simply a response bias. This contradicts K&K's own stated conclusions and also contradicts the analysis using Klauer et al.'s (2000) original model, and it reinforces our conclusion that previous theoretical accounts of belief bias, all of which depend on the assumption of linear ROCs, are in question. It also provides independent support for our use of ratings ROCs, because the inclusion of parameters that control for putative scale usage variation did not affect our conclusions regarding the reasoning stage. K&K's MPTC results, together with our new binary ROC data, clearly show that curved syllogistic reasoning ROCs are not an artifact of the data collection method. Most importantly, the MPTC analysis agrees with the conclusions we reached with SDT regarding the belief bias effect: It is purely a response bias effect. 8 ROCs were generated assuming multinomial noise, with a total of 304 trials of each stimulus type.
9 A simulation that generated 500 linear ROCs from the MPT model but restricted the reasoning parameters to fall between .2 and .8 yielded only two that were better fit by the SDT model and a dramatically reduced proportion of SDT fits that were statistically acceptable (i.e., 8%). Note. ROC ϭ receiver operating characteristic; MPT ϭ multinomial processing tree; SDT ϭ signal detection theory. a Acceptable fits determined by standard chi-square criterion.
Is Misinterpreted Necessity a Plausible Model of DRH's Data?
No. Klauer and Kellen (2011) suggested that misinterpreted necessity (MN; Newstead et al., 1992) provides an adequate account of DRH's data. It is difficult to reconcile this suggestion with the prior rejection of MN by Klauer et al. (2000) . After running their own experiments and conducting MPT analyses, Klauer et al. concluded that their pattern of findings "was not consistent with the account by misinterpreted necessity" (p. 870).
K&K's claim with regard to DRH's data is based solely on implications for the reasoning parameters in the MPT model. Both the strict and modified versions of MN differ from other accounts reviewed in DRH in that the effects of belief bias are placed partly in the response stage; thus, MN predicts an interaction in the ROC data that would not necessarily be reflected in the reasoning (r) parameters of the MPT model (if such a model were appropriate). Instead, belief bias could affect the bias parameters, ␤ b and ␤ u . Repeating arguments from Klauer et al. (2000, p. 858) , K&K argued that MN predicts the reasoning parameters conform to the pattern r vb ϭ r vu ϭ r v Ͼ 0 and r ib ϭ r iu ϭ 0.
10 This assumption requires the MPT model to predict a nonzero interaction index (i.e., a Belief ϫ Logic interaction) unless ␤ b ϭ ␤ u .
11 In other words, as noted by K&K, MN predicts the Belief ϫ Logic interaction in H Ϫ F without necessitating an effect on the reasoning stage. This by itself is not surprising or informative.
The key question is whether the predictions made by MN hold for reasoning ROCs, which this reply and DRH show are curved. MN predicts reduced false alarm rates for invalid unbelievable problems, yet higher false alarm rates for invalid believable problems (Klauer et al., 2000; Newstead et al., 1992) . Because MN focuses on bias effects for invalid problems and predicts relatively little or no influence of believability on the valid problems (for modified and strict versions of MN, respectively), these false alarm rate differences translate to higher accuracy (A z ) for unbelievable than believable problems-in other words, a Belief ϫ Logic interaction. Likewise, Klauer et al. (2000) argued that an absence of a Belief ϫ Logic interaction is evidence against either version of MN.
Our results show that the Belief ϫ Logic interaction that appears when the data are analyzed (i.e., modeled) with the interaction contrast is in fact an error stemming from the contrast itself. This occurs because the contrast assumes (i.e., is a parameter of) an invalid model and is thus not appropriate for the data. When the data are analyzed using an appropriate measure (A z ), the interaction disappears, and the evidence for MN goes away. Although K&K speculated that the analysis of ROC area reported by DRH was unduly affected by the use of ratings data, we have refuted this speculation by showing that binary ROCs for reasoning, like ratings-based ROCs, are curved. Taken together, it is clear that DRH's results are not consistent with MN, because MN predicts an interaction that is an artifact of an unjustified accuracy measure. Moreover, our rejection of MN is consistent with Klauer et al. (2000) , who also rejected MN. 10 Note that this assumption reduces the MPT to a one-high-threshold model (Macmillan & Creelman, 2005) , which implies ROCs differing from those implied by H Ϫ F (i.e., it predicts linear ROCs with nonunit slope). Thus the Type I error in H Ϫ F could potentially be revealed by this model (in agreement with SDT), even if its assumption of a linear ROC is wrong.
11 To see that fact, consider the form of the interaction index (DRH, Equation 1): (H U -F U ) -(H B -F B ). According to the MPT model, each of the hit and false alarm rates can be written as a simple function of reasoning and bias parameters (see Klauer et al., 2000, Table 2 Note. MPT ϭ multinomial processing tree; SDT ϭ signal detection theory.
Conclusion
We have shown here and in DRH that the SDT model currently provides the only plausible account of the belief bias effect. It assumes the reasoning process outputs a continuously distributed argument strength value. Subjects are assumed to compare the strength of a given argument to a response criterion. If the argument is strong enough to exceed that criterion, it is accepted; otherwise, it is rejected. Conclusion believability affects the positioning of the response criteria: Believable conclusions result in more liberal responding than do unbelievable ones.
K&K argued that both the SDT and MPT models should be viewed as measurement tools rather than theories (Klauer & Kellen, 2011, pp. 162-163) . We believe that this is bad advice. Both SDT and MPT models make strong assumptions about processing, which have historically been the subject of debates concerning, for example, the existence of sensory thresholds (e.g., Swets, 1961) and current debates about the processes that underlie recognition judgments (Parks & Yonelinas, 2009) . Though K&K noted that measurement models are not free of assumptions, they nonetheless downplayed the importance of those assumptions because they may not always be useful to discriminate between models, stating that "for such reasons, we prefer to view the simple models used here as measurement tools" (Klauer & Kellen, 2011, p. 162) .
Although we appreciate the appeal of simple quantitative tools, applying a particular model to data entails making assumptions, tacitly or otherwise. On this point, we concur with Kinchla (1994, p. 171) , who promoted quantitative modeling while nonetheless warning that "an . . . (invalid) mathematical model may lend a spurious precision to the interpretation of the experimental phenomena." We believe that the threshold assumptions of MPT models are violated in perception, memory, and syllogistic reasoning tasks, because the binary and ratings ROCs in these domains are not linear. Consequently, conclusions based on an MPT model may suggest a spurious precision, as they have in the domain of belief bias. Note. ROC ϭ receiver operating characteristic; AIC ϭ Akaike information criterion; BIC ϭ Bayesian information criterion; MPT ϭ multinomial processing tree; SDT ϭ signal detection theory. a Acceptable fits determined by standard chi-square criterion. To ignore a model's assumptions and view MPT (or SDT) models as mere measurement tools is to commit the same error that has been committed in previous studies of belief bias and recognition memory (see the General Discussion of Dube et al., 2010) . As we have shown in DRH, inappropriate use of the interaction contrast in previous analyses of the belief bias effect produced a Type I error that inspired three decades of misdirected theoretical work, explaining a Belief ϫ Logic interaction in syllogistic reasoning that is not really there. We hope, at the very least, that future research will devote attention to the validity of assumptions made in the measurement of the belief bias effect.
